Download Boeing 737 Max
The Boeing 737 MAX is a narrow-body aircraft series designed and produced by Boeing Commercial Airplanes
as the fourth generation of the Boeing 737 ...American and most Canadian airlines are still flying the Max 8.
Roughly two-thirds of the 737 Max 8 aircraft in the world have been pulled from use by airlines and aviation
regulators after the ...The UK has banned all arrivals, departures and overflights involving the aircraft type that
was lost in Sunday’s crash in Ethiopia, the Boeing 737 Max 8.The FAA and Boeing dug their heels in to defend
the 737 MAX 8 plane, while Britain, France, Germany and others grounded jets.The Boeing 737 MAX family
brings the latest technology to the most popular jet aircraft of all time, the 737. The 737 MAX is designed to
provide passengers ...Boeing is making an extensive change to the flight-control system in the 737 MAX aircraft
implicated in October’s crash in Indonesia, as world-wide unease about the jet’s safety grows ...Boeing shares
fell as much as 11 percent after the crash of an Ethiopian Air 737 Max 8. The 737 Max 8 was the same plane
that went down in a deadly Lion Air crash last year.Learn more about WestJet's Boeing 737 MAX planes. See
more information on the 737 MAX aircraft seat maps, interior details, specifications and
configuration.Passengers do not have many options if they are booked on flights in the United States and learn
that they will be on the same model of aircraft, the 737 MAX 8, that crashed in Ethiopia over the ...The U.S.
Federal Aviation Administration on March 13 grounded the Boeing 737 Max, following the lead of other
regulators. The moves followed the crash of an Ethiopian Airlines 737 Max 8 plane on ..., Boeing 737 Max.
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